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Foreword
The attached material represents the working papers from the
OAST Space Theme Workshop held at the Langley Research Center,
April 26 -30, 1976, and contains a quick-look analysis of the
proceedings. The material is unedited and intended for further
use by the participants of the workshop and the planning elements of
NASA concerned with space mission research and technology. It
should be understood that the data do not represent official plans
or positions but are part of the process of evolving such plans and
positions.
Nearly 100 of the Agency's top technologists and scientists joined
with another 35 theme specialists to produce this working document -
a document that provides a technical foundation. including research
and technology base candidates, for each of the six space themes.
The material in this report is considered essential to the development
of Center initiatives in support of these themes. Copies of the report
will be made available to the Center Management Board and the
individuals at the Centers responsible for the FY 1 78 program planning
cycle. The timing of this planning activity has caused us to distribute
this document in this unedited form. Thus, it possibly contains errors,
hopefully, more of a typographical rather than a technological nature.
Nonetheless, the information contained is of a high professional level,
reflecting the efforts of the workshop participants and will be invaluable
to the planning and successful execution of the Agency's near- and far-
term advanced technology program.
Stanley ,R. Sadin
OAST Space Theme Workshop
Chairman
NASA Headquarters
Study, Analysis, & Planning Office
Office of Aeronautics and
Space Technology
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{VOLUME III
I-A STATEMENT
NAVIGATION GUIDANCE, AND CONTROL
The results of the Workshop indicate that the themes have many
common navigation guidance and control needs. All the earth orbit
themes have a strong requirement for attitude, figure and stabilization
control of large space structures, a requirement not currently being
supported. All but the space transportation theme have need for
precision pointing of spacecraft and instruments. In addition all the
themes have requirements for increasing autonomous operations for such
activities as spacecraft and experiment operations, onboard mission
modification, rendezvous and docking, spacecraft assembly and maintenance,
navigation and guidance, and self-checkout, test and repair.
It is clear that major new efforts are required to conceptualize
new approaches to large space antennas and arrays that are lightweight,
ready deployable and capable of precise attitude and figu •°e control.
Conventional approaches offer little hope of meeting these requirements.
Similarly, it is also apparent that the time has come to move from
conceptual machine intelligence to applications. Increasing autonomy
in the space program has great potential for reducing costs and ground
support requirements and increasing mission return.
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Some of the Functions That Can Benefit From Increasing
Automation or Autonomous Operations
C Orbit Changes
o Experiment Pointing
Experiment Control
o Manipulation
Data Evaluation and Reduction
Telemetry Control
o Housekeeping Functions
O Locomotion Control
Collision Avoidance
Navigation and Guidance
O Attitude and Figure Control
O Payload Servicing, Repair or Retrieval
Assembly of Large Structures
Checkout/Status
Mission Planning (Preflight and Real Time)
o Failure Detection and Reconfiguration
Control of.Consumables
Rendezvous and Docking
C Entry and Landing
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N, G & C NEW INITIATIVES
1. Advanced G&C components for S.T.S. including: CCD STAR
TRACKERS, ELECTRO-MECHANICAL ACTUATORS & SENSORS FOR
AUTO-RENDEZVOUS and Docking.
2. Science Platform Precision Pointing and Tracking System
for non-inertial targets.
3. Experiment Isolation and Pointing System.
4. A dexterous manipulator for remote man-controlled assembly
and servicing.
5. Control systems for Altitude and Figure Control of Large
Deformable Structures.
6. Systems and Components for Autonomous Rendezvous and Docking.
7. Low Thrust Guidance and Navigation Program.
8. Space Teleoperator Experiment (STEV) Free Flying Modular
Instrument Pointing Technology Laboratory.
9. Design Technology for Digital Control Systems.
10. Sensor development for inertial pointing.
r*	 11. Extended body Tracker Technology.
12. Correlation Landmark Tracker Technology.
W . ,
13. Autonomous Guidance and Navigation Flight/Ground Demonstration.
14. Autonomous Mission Operations Sequencing & Control.
15. Dynamics and Control of Unmanned Planetary Entry and Landing
Vehicles.
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wNAVIGATION, GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
KEY ISSUES
Q LARGE STRUCTURE CONTROL
• INTEGRATED STRUCTURE/CONTROL SOLUTIONS
• SENSUR/ACTUATOR/ANALYSIS CAPABILITIES
Q INSTRUMENT POINTING
• SENSORS/TRACKERS/MOUNTS
• ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION CAPABILITIES
o TRACKING SYSTEMS
Q AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
• NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE
• ROBOTICS
• RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING
• STATION KEEPING
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RESOURCE SUMAARY
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NAVIGATION, GUIDANCE, AND CONTROL
I. NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE DISCIPLINE CATEGORY
FY 76 77 78. 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 TOTAL
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II. POINTING AND CONTROL DISCIPLINE CATEGORY
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1I'	 RESOURCE SUHx1ARY
NAVIGATION, GUIDANCE, AND CONTROL
III. AUTOMATION DISCIPLINE CATEGORY
FY 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 TOTAL.
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RESOURCE SUMARY
NAVIGATION, GUIDANCE, AND CONTROL
TOTALS
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NAVIGATION, GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
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NAVIGATION, GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 1 OF
1.TITLE AUTONOMOUS GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
	 NO.	 El 1
nF I ellNr.w IIFNTri cS THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4 /?8; 76
2. QRJECTIVE
(TRACK I NG., COMMUNICATION) FROM L I F;-gF F ;Q ORRIJ TNSERTT
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW ffl, WILL BE LEVEL ® UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE:
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM Xq LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING (o OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q MEDIUM qX	 LOW q
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS ® RESEARCH q
GRD TEST q AIR CRAFT TEST q SPACEFLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or more)
I'll R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY DATA PROCESSING HARDWARE, GUIDANCE AND
CONTROI SOFTWARE
5, SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
•_PRECISION NAVIGATION SYSTEMS WITH PRECISION GROIN
ALIGNMENT CAPABILITY
.LEAP-in 0NRnARD ORBIT VERIFICATION TECHNIQUES
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE	
AUToNOMOLIC GU i nANC	 ANn CONTROI.	 NO- 32 E E MAO TASK
OF LAUNCH VEHICLES
DATE
	 1	 1
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
THE DEVELOPMENT OF PRECISION NAVIGATION SYSTEM 	 AND ALIGNMENT
PROCEDURES AND EQUIPMENT TO PROVIDE ACCURATE INFORMATION.EAR
PATH CONTROL.
	 THE DEV L PMENT OF ONBOARD SYSTEMSAECHN -gus
FOR RAPID ORBIT VERIFICATION.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS CONTINUE TO USE GROUND TRACKING
FOR T_	 RAJE,CTORY STATUS, RANGE. SAFETY, AND ORBIT VERIFICATION
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79180 81 82 83 84185186 87188 89 90 91 92 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
SYSTEM
Q
SYSTFM
MANPOWER (M-Y)
INHOUSE ___
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FUNDING (106 $)
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	SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 1 OF
1. TITLE
	
moving
 e c es, Sample Selection/
	 N0,1_.8.10 /E- 1 /2
	
Acquisition
	
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE_ /.Yi i Z6L
2. OBJECTIVE
To devel op  roving vehicles for support of sample analysis andjor samnlp
I•eturn missions and for general survey. Also rovers for maintenance and
service of lunar or other bases.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW Q, WILL BE LEVEL 0 UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL © FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE:
c)RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM ff) LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING[] OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q MEDIUM q LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS ® RESEARCH
GRD TEST ® AIR CRAFT TEST q SPACEFLIGHT TEST q
	
OTHER (Specify) n	 Computer simulation	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE Yes	 506-19-32	 960K
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Development of advanced self adaptive software
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Eye/W4 coordinalion obstacle avoidance/navigation, hazard avoidance,
development of dexterous manipulator: and sample acquisition, pattern
recognition/screen analysis, large scale associative memories, multi-channe l
mi cro processor arrays, development of real time dynamic modeling technique s.
War
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED
	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE	 Roving Vehicles, Sample Selection/Acquisition
	 NO.	 1
THEME / W.G. ! TASK
—	 DATE	 4 /26/76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Expand existing development programs to include sample selection/
acquisition capability extend software development activity.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	
Astronauts
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
ftbotics /Teleoperator Development at JPL
RTOPS 186-68-55,	 506-19-32
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 1 76 77 78 79180181 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89190 91 92 93194195
TASK ITEM
Hardware/Software
Development
Field Tests
Design Refinement
MANPOWER (M-Y)
IN HOUSE
CONTRACT
18 18 40 40 40140140 40 40 40
FUNDING (106$)
INHOUSE
CONTRACT
.93.93 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF
1. TITLE Precision Pointing of Spacecraft and
	 NO 1
'
 7,8,9,12 / El / 3
Instruments at Inertially-Fixed Targets
	
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4 /_181 76
2. CABAfJ1Vensive program to provide systems to precisely point spacecraft
or scientific instruments at inertially-fixed targets.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW ®, WILL BE LEVEL Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL Q FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE: 1990
c)RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM ® LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q MEDIUM q LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY qx ANALYSIS xq RESEARCH Q
GRD TEST ® AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACEFLIGHT TEST
OTHER ( Specify) qX Computer simulation	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 506-19-13 150K, 506=12-11-IM
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY	 Digital control system design techniques,
microprocessors, CCD arrays.
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Implementation of modern control theory algorithms, including:
Kalman filters and state estimators for multi -input and multi-output
systems
Adaptive and learning control laws
Advanced mount technology
Computer-aided design and simulation techniques
Advanced sensor development, including:
Ccu rocal pane sensors
ACM acquisit 4 0aad star
 tsaaka ve	 —
Gyros - laser, tuned-rotor, magnetically supported
Advanced actuator technology
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WSPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO.1
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE
	 precision Pointing of Spacecraft and Instruments NO. 1,7,8,9,12 /El / 3
THEME / W.G. / TASKat Inertially-Fixed Targets
DATE	 4 /28 /76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
A broad based in-house program of analysis, simulation and hardware,
supplemented with contract activity as required. 	 Laboratory demonstration,
aircraft testing and space flight testing should all be employed as new
elements become available.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS	 No alternatives exist because current
technologies will not meet all the requirements for fixed target programs.
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
RTOP 506-19-13 for advanced S/C and control systems
WPTL/EIPS Studer for Space Lab Test Capability 	 977-10-20 Spacelab IPS Dynam
RTOP 506-19-15	 Video Inertial Pointing
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 177178179 80 81182183 84 85186187 188 89 90 91192 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
Adv Cont. Tech.
Adv Sensors
Adv Actuators
Flex Veh. Contra
Sys. Sim.
Des. Tool Dev.
Integ. & Demo.
MANPOWER (M-Y)
INHOUSE
CONTRACT
1 130130 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
FUNDING (106 S)
INHOUSE
CONTRACT
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO.1
PAGE 1 OF
1. TITLE Precision Pointing an3 Tracki0g Systems	 N01,7.10 .11 J El / 4
for Non-Inertial Targets
	
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4 /!a1 76
2. OBJECTIVE
A comprehensive program to provide sv tams capable of precisely pei:kinq
and tracking at high rates (.l o/sec.) non-inertial targets. This
technology is applicable t
	 anetary and eartH point,ng soacecra tt and—
platforms.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW ®, WILL BE LEVEL Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL q7 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY onrE: 1990
c)RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM © LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING E] OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q MEDIUM q LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS © RESEARCH
GRD TEST ® AIRCRAFT TEST © SPACEFLIGHT TEST xq
OTHER (Specify) qX Computer simulation	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 506-19-13,14,15 300K, 150x, 100K
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY	 Improved digital system design techniques,
CCD array technology, microprocessor technology.
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Advanced trackers, including:
Advanced CCD technology
T
-- — ---
Landmark tracking algorithms
Precision actuators, including:
agne%ke suspension
Magnetic bearing reaction wheels
Flexible vehicle configuration control - including mode ing o_Fflexible
V
Advanced onboard processors - microcomputers
High precision real-time orbit determination using the global positioning
system
---
Radiation of sensors and _elactrenice
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE	 Precision Pointing and Tracking Systems for	 NO. 1.7.10.1I EI-4
Non-Inertial Targets
	
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE na2a /
8. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
A Broad based in-house program for technology supplemented.with contracts
as required for hardware development.
	 Hardware demonstrations suoRgrted
by system analysis and simulation leading to aircraft and spaceflight
testing as appropriate.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES /OPTIONS Less total data and more ground
processing of data obtained
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
506-19-14 RTOP Provides basic CCn S_n^sor Technn]9nv and momantum whae
technology.
	 506-19-13 provides magnetic suspension technology.
	
M1PTL
Study for Flight Test
9, TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76	 77 78179 80	 81182193 84 851861671N 89 90 91 92 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
Analysis
Control Al
Land Work Tj
Advanced Ac
Advanced Ca
Processo
Testing
MANPOWER (M -Y)
INHOUSE	 .._
CONTRACT
10 15 15 10 10110 10
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SPACE  TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF
t. TITLE Autonomous Navigation - Earth Orbiters	 NO.Z,1 1.9.12/E-1/5
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4 /_171 76___..
2.06JECTIVE To reduce mission operations costs by utilizing on-board
s1stems to perform mission planning. orbit station keeging. altitude egntro
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW ® , WILL BE LEVEL a UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHUULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY OAT
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM q LOW
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH © MEDIUM q LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS ff] RESEARCH q
GRD TEST q AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACEFLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4, COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY J10-board naviga ien e_ news- GPS rgrniverc_
advanced low thrust propulsion
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
e On-board orbit determination utilizing either gn-board navigation
sensors or external Ravigation data services (GPS)
• Combined orbit/altitude/sensor control laws and mission obJ ective
models
• Advanced user/and altitude communication systems and on-board
command management
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED
	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 O
TITLE	
Autonomous Navigation - Earth Orbiters
	 No. 7,11,12/E1/5
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 4	 /27 17 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Development of combined altitude/orbit/sensor control laws and act.ators.
Development of mission models and command management systems utilizing
minimalround support operations.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS High cost mission operations
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP. OTHER)
310-10-22, 23 RTOP
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77178179180 81 82 83184 85 66 87188 89190 91192 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
On Board Ground
Systems Develop. O
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	ESPACEECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 1 OF
1. TITLE Dynamics an Control of Unmanned	 NO. 	 10 .12 El	 6
Entry and La ndi ng	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 4 / 27, 76
2.OBi11
0
ECTIV
provi de technology readiness for planetary atmospheric probes_
and selective lander spacecraft , and advanced STS vehicles.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW ®, WILL BE LEVEL Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL q7 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY ATE:
W RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM ® LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING ® OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q MEDIUM q LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY Q ANALYSIS RESEARCH q
GRD TEST q AIRCRAFT TEST q SPACEFLIGHT TEST
	
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY	 Heat shield technology, probe structures,
planetary atmospheres, in-situ control sensors.
S. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPL ISH NEED
Vehicle and path control concepts and hardware mechanizations
to utilize aerodynamic control in planetary atmospheres With large
unknowns if vehicle is for other than earth).
Naviga ion and guidance concepts and mechanizations to autonomously
land at selected sites with,minimum landing dispersions.
Navigation and guidance concepts and Mpchanizati .WS_ for automatic
earth landing.
{
R
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM N .7%. I
PAGE 2 C`
TITLE	 Dynamics and Control 2f Unmanned
	
_	 NO.	
10.12 El	 6
THEME / W.G. / TASK
Entry and Landing
DATE	 4 / 27 / 75
8. RECOMMENDED APP,%OACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
For given entryconfigurations, the development of control algorithms
which are insensitive to atmospheric dispersions and/or use in-situ
sensing for adaptive path control.	 The development of external sensing
devices (im_gjna systems) and/or having devices for terminal navi9atign
and path control.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES /OPTIONS	 Continue to accept large landing/
impact dispers ions.	 Develop guided terMnal deSc nt5,ystem,
8. CUgRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER
ARC sponsored planetary workshops /planetary probe 2evelopment;	 LaRC/JPL
Viking Program. Shuttle automatic landing system
9, TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77178179180 $1182183184 85186187188 89 90 91 92 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
Lifting Body
Control
Terminal Nay.
S; stems
Fit;. Test Con-
cept blest
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5 5 7 10 7 3 3
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.control effectors compatible (will not interfere) ` with signals
attempting to be detected.
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO.I .
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE	 Automatic Stationkeeping	 N07,'8'g'1	 E-1	 7
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE
	
4 / 28 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH /PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Study alternative means for positioning measurement systems
capable of defining the 6-dimensional relative antenna/feed
coordinates to the submillimeter accuracy level.
	 Create the
conceptual ideas. design and fabricate the c^tral Sys tem
capable of maintains •	 the	 osition tc this saa^e.accurac
	 level
or antennas and at relaxed
	 eves	 or other elements
- 
	 r
.relational station
	 ^R
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS _ A laser based 
s;stem is the
initially assumed measurement system of choice.
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 7918 -0181 82 831841 -85 86 87188189190 91 92 93194195
TASK ITEM
Alternative St.
Measurem. Syst.
Con. Design, Fab.
b rest
Control System r
Design
Fabric Ii Test
Flight Test
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PACE Tr^CHNOLOGY NEED , 	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF
1, TITLE CONTROL	 PINP!q PACECRAFT_ NO.
(ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY)	 THEME / W.G. TASK
DATE 4 /1&76
2. oBjEc'nVE
10 CREATE N ARTIFIC I A
.
1- GRAVITY FF. EC-1 FOR HUMAN
HABITATS AND SPACE PROCESSJ.NG-,
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW [I , , WILL BE LEVEL.	 UNDMEXISTINGPLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL [Z FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE
c)RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM 0' LOW (yj
d)CRITICALITY 1-0 THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING	 OR
ENHANCING: IiIGHE]	 MEDIUM q LOW q
0 TASKS NEEDED: STUDY E] ANALYSIS M RESEARCH
G R 1) TEST V] AI R CRAFT TEST q SPACE FLIGHT TEi Do
OTHER (Specify ) KI	 COMPUTER SIMULATION	 (Check one or mor,-)'
t) rm'r BASE CANDICIATE
4. COMPLFf. .IENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEWi c-N IS REQUIRED F03
USE OF THISTECONOLOGY 
-.-CnNIR L_0E_ El EX T BI E SlRIlC.TURES___________
S. SPEC Y TECHNOLCGY A\DVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCONT ILISH NEED
CONTROL _SY&TEK_f_QlL_SP_IMUNJG_ El EX I BI	 HLCLE&,______
trStfACE T^ECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE	 Control of Spinning Spacecraft El 	 8NOA
THEME / W.G. TASK
DATE	 4/27/76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Perfom analytical studies and	 simulations of proposed control systems.
Design of Flight Experiment (s) (Scale Model)
Flight Test Scale Model
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
Zero "G" for man in space.
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78179180 81 82 83184185 86 87188189190 91 92 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
Analysis
Simulation
Design
W.3 4 h
U U.
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70 777-7^-7-7
.. ..........
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED
PAGE t OF ,
- 
10 N 0.	
1 
T-J-1
MODIFICATION	 THEME /'W.d, 7 TASK .
DATE A. /2fi t 76
_Z OBJE TIVE
EXTEND TWO AIrrONOM0IlS- NAV IGATION-Ts NNOLOGY TO
LIN INC I IlDE CARAT'l l 	 Y TO PROV ID0 ADAPT IVE ON	 CEO' ENCE
lu o r cb
NAN
1	 IETCATION TO AUTONOMOUSl Y R
E
ACT In RECEI VED SCI
E
NCE DATA
3. NEED ANALYSISNo W
a) LEVEL NOW	 WILL BE LEVEL	 UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY,
No t; !" AT LEVEL [3 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY	 990
VIA
0 RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH	 MEDIUM	 LOW
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHkIENTS:	 ENABLING 	 OR
ENHANCING:	 HIGH	 MEbium[]	 LOW El
0 TASKS NEEDED:	 STUDY	 ANALYSIS	 RESEARCt X]
GRD TEST Q	 AIRCRAFT TEST 0	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST C]
OTHER (Specify)	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 506-19-21	 (50K)
4. COMPLE P-0 ENTARY *r fiCH NO LOGY ADV AJNC E.V, E NTS R EQU IV% r: D FOR
USE OFTI -IISTECHNOLOGY
S. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
0 DECISION NAK^LN5-L—O
- —'f4-ULTI-STA6E DECISIONS
N
C2
-: #4 94 4
apin
ACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO.1
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE	 Autonomous Operations & Mission Modification	 NO. 11 7•:8,10,11,12 'l
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 4 /27 /76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Study alternate approaches using candidate experiments, bringing the tech-
nology to level 5 prior to defining a specific demonstration flight experi-
ment.	 Detailed laboratory and simulation modeling of mission situations,
under varying levels of onboard simulated control.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
506-19-21
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 93 64185196 87188189190 91192193194 95
TASK ITEM
Alt. Approach
Study
Mission Modeling
—i^imnfiatfio►t-
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. i
PAGE i OF
I. TITLE Lgw Thrust Guidance and Naviaatiom 	 NO,	 13
THEME'/ W.G. / TASK,
gg
DATE 4 1 2 t. 6,^.
2. OBJECTIVE De4lop Low Thrust Guidance and Navigati on Systems
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW Q, WILD. BE LEVEL © UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL [ FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY	 :19$5
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT;
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW Q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING ©- OR
ENHANCING: HIGH Q MEDIUM Q LOW 0
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY (3, ANALYSIS ] RESEARCH 0
GRD TEST Q AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACEFLIGHT TEST 0
OTHER (Specify) (3 Computer Simulation	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Low Thrust Engine Technology
S. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
1. Develop low thrust navigation and guidance analysis techniques.
2. Develop prototype operational navigation software.
3. Develop 12W thrust compatible orbit determination techniques and control
strategies,
Y
4. Develop precision means of controlling engine thrust magnitude and
direction.
vr r,^-
r.
OF
POP-
SPACE TECHNOLOGY-,NEED	
-FORM
PAGE OF
TITLE
	 Low Thrust Guidance and Navigation 	 NO. 1,9,10,12/El/l3'.
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 -k/24117.16,' ­ .
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACHIPROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Study and select from among a number of promising candidates, the low
thrust navigation system of choice.. Develop prototype navigation
operation software.	 Ground test engine thrust magnitude and direction!
control.
----------------
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHESIOPTIONS
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
186-67-74	 (75K)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77178179180 Bi 82 83184 85 88 87 88 89 90191192 931941961
TASK ITEM
I
-
I I
Nay . System Desig --Q
Software 4-4 P
Ground Test
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PA^ffl TECHNOLOGY Liman	 ana" N0.1
PAGE I OF
I. TITLE _Ntonamous Rendezvous and Docking 	 14
THEME / W.G. TASK
DATE-L /27 1 76
2.
 WL
CIVEv 
_op a cooperative rendezvous and docking capability between
a "target" vehicle and the rendezvous vehicle.
& NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW E], WILL BE LEVEL Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL a) FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY
c)RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM q LOW 0,
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 13 OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q MEDIUM q LOW q
9) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS E] RESEARCH q
GRD TEST q AIR CRAFT TEST q SPACEFLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) q
	
(Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Improve ground operations reaction time
to reduce onboard system complexity on initial applications.
S. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Program must include development of
(1) Rendezvous navigation system analysis capability; i.e.,
design, analysis. optimization of rendezvous strategies.
(2) Inter vehicle range. range rate, and angle detection and
sensing systems.
(S) Onboard information processing/docision/ca=and structure
technologies.
--74T erecision p—ro—xWfly-i6Ua-Efftu-di-a-fTg-m—enTs—ensing Tor Tina;
closure and latching.
V, I I
TITLE
	
Autonomous Rendezvods and Docking	 NO.7,12/E-1114
THEME/W.G./TASK
DATE	 4/ 27/_11_
S, RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED --
Conduct a program leading 
from 
early trade-off studies On hardMire and techni
alternatives through to a shuttle based demonstration probably with the
shuttle playing a passive role and a prototype vehicle docking with it.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
S. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES MOP. OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
 FY
SCHEDULE ITEM	 76 77178 70180 I81 182 83 84 85 66 87 88189190 91 92103194
TASK ITEM
Study Phase
Design/Analysis
Tech.
Har&Ara DevLl,,
Demonstration
Teclh. Read.
MANPOWER (M•Y)
IN14OUSE
CONTRACT
11.0 .43 31 1 1 1
12 214 411
FUNDING 1106
INHOUSE
CONTRACT 01.2
Pie
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y^ 	 ^V$0 15
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%'341PACE.'T . ECNNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO.1
PAGE 1 OF
	
1. TITLE ATTITUDE, FIGURE, AND STABILIZATION
	 NO. 7-8-9,11/0115
CONTROL OF LARG SPACE ST TURFS AND 	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
ARRAYS
	 DATE 4 /g 1 76
2. OBJECTIVE
To a ahiliza and control the Attitude of a 1s ge flexible StruCtur-, Ifts
geometry, mass distribution, attitude, and orbit may change while in
orbit
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW q , WILL BE LEVEL Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL q7 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BYJ
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM ® LOW q
d1 CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING ® OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q MEDIUM q LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY qX ANALYSIS ® RESEARCH
GRD TEST q AIR CRAFT TEST q SPACEFLIGHT TEST qX
	
OTHER (Specify) (N Computer Simulation 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE RTOP 506-19-14 S50K, 506-19-13. 950K
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY a. Estimation Fitter DeveloWnt;, b. Attitude
Control of^lar a-Scale fleXibla structUres; c- Higrarchical control thaorv_
d. Stabilit then of nonlinear di i
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
a. Alternate structure and array configuration concepts
b. Adaptive And other aqronriate emtrel system tachniaws
c. Concepts for efficient use of multiple_ effecto rs such as CMG's,,,_abgnetjs
energy and momentum storage devices, etc.
d. Figure control system.
e. Figure error sensors such as laser devices
f. Estimation and observer theory and use of distributed sensors end
actuators.
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY 1+IEE0-..
	 FORM N0(.1
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE	 ATTITUDE, FIWRE._AND STABILIZATION CONTROL 	 N07.8,9.111E1115
THEME 11M.G. / TASKOF LAME SPACE STRIIC?IIRES
DATE	 t.20/ 76
a RECOMMENDED APPROACHIPROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
a.	 Study alternate configuration concepts
b.	 Develaa large-scale higlrfideli y model of wets to portray dmmics"
C.	 Extend coctrol, estimatlep, and ob"ryer thWy 4S regutred,
d.	 Develop be-&ar e (Ittaos_Ad-Am)
e.	 Develop in-orbit test methods
Develop test morel
7. ALTERNATIVE APFROACHFA /Mlol 3
a CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
910-08-01.-02
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULE$
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM	 1 78 77 7e 79 so 81 12 : 83 84 IM 88 87 N N 90 91 a 93 94 911-
YANK TTFN
Di st r.
^
ii	 E	 attars
Iierarc	 ca
Fi gure Control
Devel. Sensors
In-Orbil Test
'Effectors
Struc. Constraint
Integrate
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O^	 SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO.1
PAGE I OF
1. TITLE _t.ntegrated Power and Attitude	 N0. L 11 /EI/16
Control Systems (IPACS)
	
	
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE Ally. /.Zb f _.39 76
2. OBJECTIVE
To Agyal np tha taghnnl ngg r e.,.in pod Pn„ d esign   d development   -+-...^^	 a•^^.srw^^ n n ^s asps 
of combined energy storage and momentum storage fly wheel
$^AtpR1A _
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW Q, WILL BE LEVEL ® UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL ® FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY A :1 5
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM q ' LOW FX]
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q MEDIUM ® LOW q
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS q RESEARCH q
GRO TEST q AIR CRAFTTEST 0 SPACEFLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) 0	 (Check one " more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY None
S. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
• Conboslte Wheel Rlyelopmt and Testing
• Advanced High Frequency, High Power, Solid State Motor
and Generator Electronics
• RIO Speed Magnetic Beari ngs
op	 R QO.R ►„Ty
may,
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO.1
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE	 INTEGRATED POWER AND ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEMS 	 NO. 7.11/El/16
(IPACS)	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 4 /28/76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Modify the laboratory spin assemblies for flight test dwonstration of
zero "G” bearing lubrication and/or magnetic suspension.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHESIOPTIONS
S. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
IPACS' RTOP	 909-74-35Y
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 54179 80181182 93 84185 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
Lab. Hardware
Flt. Hardware
I
Fl i ht T
Data Anal sis
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED
	
	
FORM NO.1
PAGE l OF
1. TITLE CHECKOUT, SELF TEAT. AND BEPAIR (SM NO. All JE-1 AS
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4 In 1.76
2. OBJECTIVE
ToTnrovido STAR capahilitiat far CNG systms in order to support
ambitious missions with long life term requirements, and to reduce costs.
ground support, turnaround time and to prevent massive abort.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW ©, WILL BE LEVEL Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) REQUIRED AV V .ANCEMENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL ® FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY ATE:
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH U MEDIUM ® LOW q
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH ® MEDIUM q LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS Xq RESEARCH Q
GRD TEST ® AIRCRAFT TEST ® SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) 0 Computer Simulation	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 06-19_14 SZM
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
Adaptive software research required for self test and repair of other
subsystems.
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Davolop rgdundant controls configuration
Develop multi-microprocessor arrays
Determine optimum strategy in failure and environmental context.
+,y4
x	 ^yy
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OF POOR QUALITY
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO.1
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE	 Checkout Self Test and-Repair (STAR) 	 NO. 10/E-1/18
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 4 / 2&
	 76
& RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
A coordinated, iterated Drogram of terhaique. hardwares. and software
development of fault tolerant and redundant guidance and control system
for the Planetary Exploration Facility
7. ALT ERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
506-19-14
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81182 83 84185 86 87 188189 90 91 92 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
Decision theory d d.
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 10F
t. TITLE COMPUTER-AIDED WMAI SYSTEM DESIGN	 N0, All/El/19
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4. 1?A i 7fi
2. OBJECTIVE
simulation of vehicle dynamics.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW ®, WILL BE LEVEL Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL ® FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY GATE:
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM q LOW Q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH Q MEDIUM q LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY qX ANALYSIS © RESEARCH 0
GRD TEST q AIR CRAFT TEST q SPACEFLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (Specify) ®	 Computer Simulation	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE RTOP 506-10-13 , $75K
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
(a) Extend and improve existing tecn_jqugs for designing lam fled-data (digital)
control systems to select control system gains and computer sample periods.
(b) Extend capability to analyze digital control system containing significant
nonlinearities in attempt to obviate limit ;ycle phenomena.
(c) Extend ability to specify quantization of sensed parameters.
(d) Design computer-aided design techniques for optimizing digital controllers
and f i 1 ters .
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. 1`
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE 
-
Computer-Aided Control System Design 	 NO.	 I	 El	 19
THEME W.G. TASK
DATE	 4/ 28/ . 76
8. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
a.	 Extend techniques for selecting digital control system gains and sample
periods.
b.	 Extend capability to analyze digital control systems containing signifi-
cant nonlinearities - predict and obviate limit cycles.
c.	 Extend ability to define quantization levels of ' sensed parameters.
d.,	 Develgp optimization ta•hniaugs for digital cmtralled and filtar elftsu".
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8.ffffjT/PLtfff) RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
506-19-13
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78179180 81 82193184 85 86 87 88 89 90 91192 93 94 95
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. i
" PAGE 1 Of
1. TITLE Autonomous Terminal Navigation 	 NO.1110 /E-1/20
for Planetary Body Approach
	
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4 / .161 76
2.
Develop and demonstrate abili ty
instrtent pointing relative to a target.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW ®, WILL BE LEVEL © UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY AT : 990
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM ® LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING ® OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q MEDIUM q LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS q RESEARCH q
GRD TEST q AIR CRAFT TEST q SPACEFLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) q 	 ICheck one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 	 506-19-21 (500K)
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
	
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY	 yQ2,
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Develop flight sensor and processing capabilityility for tho erocicina
detection and rentar findi a of the ^planetary hndv rela tive to a Star fi el
technologies.
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NOM
PAGE 2OF ;
TITLE'. -
	Terminal Navigation for Planetary
	 N0.	
1,10	 /E-]!20
Body Approach
	
THEME 1W.G. TASK
DATE	 4 /27 / 76
B, RECOMMENDED APPROACHIPROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Extend current RAT program,to include a flight/ground. demonstration of a
system to autonomously. _deliver a spacecraft and point its instruments to a
target planet, satellite, astroid, or comet.
	 Test on JO '81 or other
suitable mission.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8.,,J
IVREENT/PL ^NNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
U1'	 9	 (50010
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 78 77 78 79 80 81 $2183184 85 88 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
Flt. H/W Bev.
Ground Computer k
Grnd S/W Devel.
Lunar Test
Jupiter Test
Technology Read.
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM No. I
PAGE VOF
1. TITLE 'ExTemoEv LtEl &TTilg	 HTML	 NO,.L7jl4Elnl
Swiss 0 Acs)	 THEME /W.G. /TASiF
DATE A— 1171 76
I OBJECTIVE
IQ DEVELOP INE TICH1101-nSY Abill DEAMSTRIAZE	 A=Ii-yog
SONIROL SYSTEM CAPABLE GE 	 XWOUGH EA I x Ml PRANCE;
AND APPLICARLE TO A WIDE	 BIN QnlTALj-"
& NEED ANALYSIS PL"IEUV FOG So
a)LEVEL NOW [3. WILL BE LEVEL
	
UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL (3] FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY ^E:
c)RISK IN ACHliVIN6 ADVANCEMtNT..
HIGH	 MEDIUM 0' LOW W
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLINGU on
ENHANCING: HIGH	 MEDIUM q LOW[]
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH 0
GRDTESTO AIR CRAFTTEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0
OTHER (Specify) 	 (Check one or Moro)'
f)R&T BASF CANDIDATE	 Ey 7,R RM AML
t, COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THISTECHNOLOGY m tCgnPgw9S=&
"M119CHN01 Day
B. SPECIFY TECI-INOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
 PBOY! Dille r
 REDUKUNCY AND
EXPENDABLE
-sr111VA.ItIm-or CROSS awixe
AND tUMMENTAI ADD= 
-t	 1-fly	ON APAW 	 #
EVELOR IMF CONTROI ANA' USS lfu%k S TO ne W I ZW F I-9 1- 1 31EX
Dan, ae	 XCIRRANT	 mL6-AZ==-- CONMILLE
DETECTION AWCORRECTION CAPARILITY-i
4 0	 UAANIG R
GO
E. RADIATION HARDENING OF COMPONENTS AND ELECTRONICS,
hL5
iDItICINA^! FAQ 18 .. ,.
OF POOR QUALITY
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE
	 Extended Life Attitude Control SXctmn 	 NO.	 7-II/El/21
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 04 / 28 / 76
8. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
A program to develop the system concept and relevent elements
of technology in sensors, actuator and control processors including____
related system and analvsis tasks loading to a
of the techniques
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8. CURRENTIPLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
506-19-14(ELACS)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM	 76 77 78 79 80161182 83 84185186 87 88189190 91 92193194 95
§a' 
TAI {K ITEM
-enion
Br
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Algorithums
8readboaxd.-Star.
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Magast
Wheir
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9 8 6 6 6 6
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM N0.1
PAGE 1.OF,
1. TITLE °
	
.^a`	 N RR"	 NO .1 *7^9r1 VE-1123
WE= ASMX, 11103M AM	
THEME / W.G. / TASK
R	 GATE / ff/ 76
2 9ILIECTIVE
1061 DR A GENERA Cl AS	 rums waH sAvv,c TaaDE)= f3X M
pEli Z hEC *N T CW [ PRWTAN.Q TN SPO['l,,
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW JZI, WILL BE LEVEL ® UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL ® FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY OATS: 1987
c)RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH ® MEDIUM 0 LOW
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING ®-0R
ENHANCING: HIGH ® MEDIUM q LOW q DEPENDING ON AppLjCA
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY FL] ANALYSIS &] RESEARCH
GRD TEST ® AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST,
OTHER (Specify) Co PMfl= cfliar ATfnm	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 YES	 506-19-32 (2511K)
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY AdVANCM SOFTWARE SYSTEMS. HIGH CAPACITY
OEM SMI  AATia I &M MANIPII ATM, I IN TM M PIMA SIQNs
S. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
(1) SWE AND IWA AN XSTS.l>rIM=
(2) i^,EVE/I^Nl1 t^iNdTtdN
O NAViGAT nm iN jEjMM surE
(4) RotaiON w inniNB (a^R_, M AffUanw)
TON
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO.1
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE Robotics and Teleoperators for Spacecraft
	 NO.
Assembly, Maintainance and Repair
	
THEME / W.G./TASK
--	 DATE	 /27/ 76
8,. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Increase current teleooerator and robotics developant pmgram to
include dexterous manipulator systems. image processing/video link
systems, and inertial stabilization as appropriate for free flyjng_
teleoperators.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	 Use astronauts
S. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP.OTHER)
Robotics/Teleoperator development at JPL
	 RTOP 186-68-55
	
GCC Technoleay,
506-19-32
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 78 77178179180 81 82193184 85 86187188 $9190191192 93194195 1
TASK ITEM
Detailed Rgmts
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO.1
PAGE 1 OF
1. TITLE	 Advanced GN&C Components for the	 NO. 1,12/E.1/26
STS Systems
	
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE-4- /-28,1
 ..Zf^
2. OBJECTIVE 
Dmprove performance, operational costs, reliabilitys
and operating life of future STS systems.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW Q, WILL BE LEVEL © UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY ATE 1
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM t7l LOW q
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH ® MEDIUM q LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS ® RESEARCH q
GRD TEST q AIR CRAFT TEST q SPACEFLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) (I Hardware Development 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 506-19-14 (50K), 505-25-07 00%)—,
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY CCD technology, power electronics,
general electronic technologies
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Advanced systems will require the demonstration of electromechanical
speed control for flight control systems, the application of new sensor
elements to inertial reference units, and star trackers, and new rendevou
sensors to replace conventional radar. Technology advances in onboard da
processing system architecture will be required to insure the optimum
processing configuration consistent with GN&C requirements. Such
architectures may involve hierarchies of microprocessors for subsystem
level processing
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE
	
Advanced GN&C Components for the STS System
	 NO.	 1,191FJ42
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE
	
4 /	 /
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
The basic technology is now being developed but needs to be integrated_
at the subsystem level.	 The basic approach would be to select the
__
technology to be introduced (lasers, CCDs, etc.) and to enter into a
_separate technology developmentProqraFn for each component at the
component/subsystem level.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS	 Continue to use obsolete technologies.
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
MSFC Laser Gyro Program; JSC Electromechanical Actuator program.
	 JSC
Advanced Orbiter/System Concept Studies.
	 Ames/JQL VIP tracker—_devel4,p-
ment:
	 JPL RTOP 506-19-14, CCD Tracker Dev.
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM !6 77 78 79 80 81 81 83 84 85 86187 188 89 90191192 93 941951
TASK ITEM
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF
1.TITLE Dynamics and Control of Manned Aerospace NO.
	
12	 E1	 27
Vehicles
	
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 4 / 27; 76
Z'To'limprove the flying qualities of manned aerospace vehicles
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW Q, WILL BE LEVEL Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY AT
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM q LOW
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH © MEDIUM q LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS (qX 'IESEARCH ©X
GRID TEST q AIR CRAFT TEST E(]X	 SPACE CLIGHT TEST (X)
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOL OGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Hi Speed aerodynamics; aerothermodynamics;
onboard command processing; in-situ sensing.
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Active control technology and handling quality advancements in lifting
body reentry vehicles.
CIRMU 
'AU M8 1,4
OF POOR nTT.AT,TTY
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED
	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE	 Dynamics and Control of Manned Aerospace 	 NO	 12	 E1	 27
Vehicles	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 4/27/  76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Analysis of control configured vehicle concepts to advanced shuttle configu-
ration.	 Advanced control theory concepts and command processing techniques
to improve the control of the vehicle dynamics in manual and automatic modes.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
S. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89190191 92193 941951
TASK ITEM
Advanced Orb.
Concepts
Control Analysis
S/W Development
M '. h Test
Dtv
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF
► . TITLE Differential Very Long Baseline
	 NO, _1,10 / El / 28
Navigati9e, Technology VLBI)
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE _ 4 12
 1 76
2. OBJECTIVE
tmatp a VLB1 mpaturMnt, and med511mment nre -pascing^yetan
ranahlp of lnw rpet. highly recite (10-8  radian Earth rslatlysT-
navigation anywhere within the so l ar system
3. NEED ANALYSIS	 i
a)LEVEL NOW Q, WILL BE LEVEL 3Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL q FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY GATE: 1985
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH E]
	
MEOIUM q 	 LOW[K]
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH D
	 MEDIUM q LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS ® RESEARCH q
GRD TEST q AIR CRAFT TEST q SPACE FLIGHT TEST Q
OTHER (Specify) q 	 (Check one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE $ 1500K
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY OTDA s ponspred ground ,systems development
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Create the Design and Analysis Base capable of analyzing measurement
gccuracy and acquisition requirements.
Create prototype measurement calibration and processing software.
a
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE Differential Very Long Baseline 	
_	
NO.1,10 / E-1 / 28
THEME / W.G. / TASK
_	 Navi qation „ Technolo	 VLSI 
- -	 —	 —	 DATE 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
A program, cooperating with OTD4 ground system development,_of requirements
analysis, date__bs^e^S:^riIl9^-p-r^^^^i►^9^c1^_f.Light__demQn.^tr^Linn---------
_emP.>^^.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY_
SCHEDU LE ITEM 76 77 78179 80181 81 83 84 85 86187 88 89 90191192 93 94 95
D
i
es^ggnK an	 nnly-
rieas Teche
ues__
P^OGg-ssina
-- -- - -- -- _
-
_
Measurement
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Gatheri-n q ♦ v
- -
-- Process^.r^g^
MJO_Proof Testin
_
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED PRIORITY ASSESSMENT
	
FORM II 
III(lit! M rfvnwrial order, 1 - Hi/nst Priority) 	 WORKING GROUP	 E1 NGC
DATE_
	 /-" / ] 59(1
7 8
9 'o
11 12 NASA R&T SUMMARY PRIORITYTHEME NO. SPACE SPACE TI SOLAR SYS. GLOBAL ADV.TRANS ASSESSMENT
Carat 116T em WG TT 9"Teas TO alNOLOGY NEED N .
POWER INDUST. EXPL. SERVICE SYS.
Autonomus Guidance
Control of Launch
e 1 c es
5 17 K$ K$
Roving Vehicles &
Sample Selection 7 8 X 9 15 930 3,000
recision Pi tin	 of
4nse^rumenacecraft l a 2 4 1 X 2 3 275 3,000
Precision Pointingq &
Tractin	 $	 t	 s f r 3 2 1 X 1 2 550 1,000
Autonomous Navigation
for Earth Orbiters 12 5 4 8
Dynamics & Control of
Unmanned Entry & 7 1 9
Automatic Station- 8 3 3 12 10
keeoinq
Control of Large
Spinning Spacecraft 5 21
Deleted
Deleted
Autonomous Operations
& Mission Modification 10 8 1 2 6 X 5 4 50 200
Deleted
Low Thrust Guidance
Q& Navigation
5 3 8 0 10 13 0 300
G)
D
ti
tj
a
I	 n
PAGE 2
 
IISPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED PRIORITY ASSESSMENT 	 FORM
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